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Xu Xiyan and Qi Liya were sitting in the makeup room . waiting for some touch-ups . 

Suddenly Xiao Ge ran into the room . “Miss Qi! Jing Xi! The director wants you both ready for the 47th 

scene! Quickly!” 

Qi Liya sensed that something was wrong . “Xiao Ge, didn't we just finish shooting the 47th scene?” 

Xiao Ge looked at her helplessly and sighed . “President Chu is here . He wants that scene to be reshot . 

” 

Xu Xiyan: “…” 

Chu Yuhe is here? 

He wants a reshoot? 

Of all the scenes, why did he pick the 47th scene? 

Xu Xiyan finally understood . This bastard was here to take advantage of the shoot for his personal 

revenge . 

Qi Liya remembered that there was a stunt that required Xu Xiyan to roll down the steps in the 47th 

scene . She immediately told her assistant to find a pair of knee pads from the boxes and give it to Xu 

Xiyan . “Jing Xi, you should put these on, just in case . ” 

Xu Xiyan knew that Chu Yuhe and Xu Xinrou were birds of a feather, and they would definitely try to 

come up with ways to have their revenge . She thanked her for the knee pads and put them on . 

Xu Xiyan and Qi Liya returned to the set . Everyone was already standing by . Huang Guoqiang stood up 

and explained to them, “Liya, and you—Jing Xi, right? There was a little problem with the scene we shot 

just now and we have to do it again . Everyone to your positions!” 

Chu Yuhe was sitting next to Director Huang, a smug look on his face . He looked at Xu Xiyan with 

amusement, his eyes seemed to be saying, B*tch . Just wait and see . Prepare to suffer . 

Hmph… Xu Xiyan sneered inwardly . Fine, Chu Yuhe . I accept that today's my unlucky day for crossing 

paths with you . 

Go ahead and bully me today . I shall have my full revenge one day . 

The filming for the 47th scene began and all the actors gave flawless performances . Xu Xiyan clung to 

Xu Xinrou's leg for mercy, but Xu Xinrou showed no concern for their master-servant relationship, and 

shoved Xu Xiyan down the stairs with her foot . 

The staircase were not short, as there were nine steps . Anyone who fell from the top would experience 

pain for a good while . 



Xu Xiyan fell from the top of the stairs for the second time . The performance in this shot was better 

than the previous one . 

“Pass!” Huang Guoqiang yelled, but Chu Yuhe was not satisfied . 

“No good! The way the little palace girl fell down the stairs was too ugly! Again!” 

Surely enough, he was scum . How would a scum like him know how to respect a woman? 

Xiao Ge wanted to step in and help Xu Xiyan onto her feet, but Xu Xiyan had already picked herself up 

from the ground and was walking back to the pavilion . 

Huang Guoqiang smacked his lips in frustration, then shouted again, “Scene 47, Take 3, and action!” 

Xu Xiyan fell down the stairs for a third time, then a fourth time, then a fifth time… 

The people watching had a feeling of déjà vu . Didn't Huo Yunshen also request retakes in the same 

manner to avenge Xu Xiyan a few days ago? 

Those who were smart knew at a glance that President Chu was avenging his girlfriend . 

Serves Jing Xi right for slapping Xu Xinrou so many times that day! 

Chu Yuhe and Xu Xinrou banded together to bully her, each kick harder and more vicious than the one 

before . Xu Xinrou slammed her feet directly into Xu Xiyan's chest with all her strength . 

All the onlookers around the set thought that it looked too real . 

If this goes on, someone will be killed! 

“Cut, cut, cut!” Chu Yuhe pointed at Xu Xiyan angrily . “You! Palace maiden! Could you be more 

professional? Do we pay you to just roll around like a sloth? Don't you even know how to fake the fall 

properly?” 

Motherf*cker! 

I was falling down the stairs for real, okay! 

Although Xu Xiyan had worn knee pads, her elbow, back, chest and the other unprotected areas of her 

body were throbbing with pain . 

Especially her chest, where Xu Xinrou had kicked her . It was so painful that she was dripping with cold 

sweat . 

If Xu Xiyan's suspicions were right, Xu Xinrou must've done something to her shoes; the tip of the 

embroidered shoes was not supposed to be that hard . 
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Again and again, Xu Xiyan got kicked by Xu Xinrou . Huang Guoqiang was already at his limit and said, 

“Mr . Chu, I think this should be enough . We can just choose one of the best takes, it's best that we 

avoid any injuries . ” 

Yet Chu Yuhe had intended to punish Xu Xiyan, and he would never let the opportunity go . He said, 

“Director, is this how you do things? Shouldn't a director have their actors to do their best? If she's an 

actor, then she'd better act like one or I'm firing her . ” 

So you want to use this chance to remove me from the team? 

You sure are vicious! 

Xu Xiyan had gone through many things to get to where she was at, and she was not going to give it all 

up . She stood up and stared at Chu Yuhe angrily . 

It was hard for her to breathe at that point, but she kept telling herself that it would be over soon . 

She controlled her breathing and said, “Director, it's okay, we can continue . ” 

Huang Guoqiang was touched by Xu Xiyan's determination . He could only hold in his anger and ordered 

the crew to continue with the shooting . 

Scene 47, take 8 . Yao Yue hugged Meng Zhaoyi's leg as she begged . Meng Zhaoyi landed a kick on Yao 

Yue's chest as she fell down the stairs . 

Yet, this time, Xu Xiyan did not get up and just lay on the ground, motionless . 

Everyone was shocked when they saw Xu Xiyan lying there . Even the director and executive director 

had no idea how to react . 

Just as the director was about to call someone to go and check on Xu Xiyan, someone ran through the 

crowd and onto the stage . 

A man stopped in front of Xu Xiyan and picked her up . 

“Jing Xi! Wake up!” Ma Haodong shouted . He'd just finish his shoot for “The Root of Evil” and had come 

to visit Xu Xiyan . 

He never thought he would witness Xu Xiyan being bullied by the investor and directors . 

Are they trying to kill her? Ma Haodong shouted in his head . 

Xu Xiyan remained unconscious, no matter how hard Ma Haodong tried to wake her . 

He turned his head towards the director and shouted, “Huang Guoqiang! Is this how you treat your 

actresses? This is attempted murder! If anything happens to Jing Xi, you guys are definitely going to jail!” 

Ma Haodong lifted Xu Xiyan up and left . Lots of chatters could be heard among the crowd . 

“Nothing will happen, right, Xinrou?” Wenli asked . 

“Don't worry,” Xu Xinrou said . “It's just an accident, anyways . ” 

“That was Ma Haodong,” said Wenli . “What kind of relationship do those two have?” 



“What else do you think? Did you got the photo?” Xu Xinrou asked . 

“Yes, from the perfect angle, too . ” Wenli showed Xu Xinrou the photo of Ma Haodong picking up Xu 

Xiyan . 

“Well done,” said Xu Xinrou . “You know what to do . ” 

Wenli nodded . Xu Xinrou couldn't hold her excitement . Ma Haodong had just escalated her plan . 

Trying to save beauty, are you? 

Let's see what you fans think of this when they see their little Ma carrying a small fry . 

Huang Guoqiang finally couldn't hold his anger and began shouting at Chu Yuhe . 
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“President Chu! What did I tell you just now? Enough is enough! Are you happy now? My actor is 

seriously injured! What am I going to do?” 

Chu Yuhe stood up carelessly, straightening his jacket . “You're the director and you're supposed to be 

responsible for your crew . This is just a small matter . Can't you handle it?” 

Chu Yuhe was pushing all of the responsibility to him . Huang Guoqiang was furious . 

“President Chu, everything was fine under my direction until you came and picked at it! I gave you my 

advice, but you wouldn't listen . Now that there's a serious incident, you push all the responsibility onto 

me? If you go on with this attitude, I don't think it's necessary to shoot this drama anymore . Go ahead 

and find whoever pleases you! I'm not directing anymore!” 

Huang Guoqiang was a highly respected director in the industry whose opinions were taken very 

seriously . He was also a principled man and he had always acted in a fair and just manner . 

He could tell at first glance that what had happened today was obviously Chu Yuhe trying to teach Jing Xi 

a lesson and avenge Xu Xinrou . 

But since Chu Yuhe was an investor in the drama, he could not say anything . 

Now the situation had escalated and these people wanted to place all the blame onto him . He could 

only tell them two words: No way! 

Huang Guoqiang stormed off, extremely displeased with Chu Yuhe . Everyone in the crew was 

dumbfounded . What were they going to do now? 

They had only begun shooting this new drama, and a lot of money had already been invested in it . Were 

they going to disband just like that? 

Meanwhile, Ma Haodong carried Xu Xiyan to the car and rushed her to the hospital . 

In the emergency room, the doctor diagnosed Xu Xiyan's condition as shock . 



It was fortunate that she was rushed to the hospital in time, otherwise, the consequences would have 

been nearly unimaginable . 

When Xu Xiyan woke up, it was already dark outside . She opened her eyes and saw Ma Haodong at the 

bedside . 

“Haodong?” 

“Jing Xi, you're awake . ” 

Ma Yindong was relieved that she had woken up . 

Xu Xiyan winced as she tried to get up . Her chest was still in a lot of pain . She sucked in a breath of cold 

air and fell back on the bed . 

“Where am I, Haodong?” 

“Don't move! You're hurt . You need to lie down and rest . ” 

Ma Haodong held her down on the bed and told her, “You're in the hospital now . You went into shock 

while you were filming . ” 

Ma Haodong furrowed his thick eyebrows, wrinkling his forehead . What if he hadn't come to visit her 

on the set? He shuddered at the thought . 

What would those people have done to her? 

“I was in shock?” 

Xu Xiyan only remembered that there was great pain and then everything turned black . There was 

nothing else she could recall after that . How would she have known that she had gone into a serious 

shock? 

“Yes . You could've been killed if I hadn't rushed you to the hospital in time,” said Ma Haodong starkly . 

“Thank you, Haodong, you're such a good bro . I shall never forget your great kindness, as long as I live . 

” Xu Xiyan spoke exaggeratedly, trying to lighten the mood . 

“Yes, you owe me your life . Now I'm going to think about how you could repay me,” Ma Haodong said, 

scratching his chin, looking like a haughty young noble . 

“Well, I'll let you think about it . Except for my body, I can promise you everything else,” Xu Xiyan said, 

laughing . 

Ma Haodong stared seriously at her for a while as he contemplated . “Okay then . Let's play three 

hundred rounds of battles after you've recovered . ” 

He wanted to play an online game with her? What a trivial request! 

Xu Xiyan agreed . “Deal!” 

The two continued to talk for a while . Ma Haodong's mobile phone kept ringing . Xu Xiyan asked, 

“Haodong, why don't you pick up the call?” 



“It's okay, it's only my agent . He wants me to go back to the studio . ” 

Ma Haodong did not answer the phone and did not reply the text messages either . He had stubbornly 

ignored the calls of his agent and the film crew . He only wanted to stay with her . 

Xu Xiyan did not want to delay the progress of his filming because of her . 

“Haodong,” she said . “You should go back to the studio . I'm fine now . I'll call my friend to come over 

and accompany me later . ” 
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“All right, fine . I'll go back now . Call me if you need anything,” Ma Haodong said after pondering for a 

few seconds . 

“Sure thing, thank you . ” 

Xu Xiyan suddenly thought of Huo Yunshen, and was afraid that Huo Yunshen might be waiting for her at 

home, so she sent him a message . 

She told him that she was going to her grandfather's place . 

A few seconds after the message was sent, Fang Xiaocheng called her . 

“Yanyan, who are you with right now?” Fang Xiaocheng asked anxiously . “What are you doing?” 

“What's wrong?” Xu Xiyan asked . 

“You don't know yet? The news just reported that Ma Haodong was seen hugging you, carrying you out 

of the studio . ” 

Fang Xiaocheng had noticed that it was Xu Xiyan in the news and quickly got ahold of her to hear the 

truth of behind the gossip . 

“Spill it! How do you two know each other? Are you two dating? Come on, I know you two aren't on the 

same set . ” 

What Fang Xiaocheng meant was that something must have been going on between Xu Xiyan and Ma 

Haodong, because they were photographed together while they were working on different movies . 

“You sure love your gossip,” Xu Xiyan said, shaking her head . “We're just friends . ” 

“Hey, social media is getting flooded with your picture . Ma Haodong's 'girlfriends' are going on a cyber 

manhunt . You might become famous after this . ” 

Cyber manhunt? Me? 

I have a bad feeling about this . 

Ma Haodong's “girlfriends…” Even the sound of it is scary enough . 



“Where are you at right now?” Fang Xiaocheng's voice broke the silence . 

“The hospital . ” 

Fang Xiaocheng rushed into Xu Xiyan's hospital room half an hour later and saw Xu Xiyan lying on the 

bed . 

“What the hell! Everyone thought you were having a date with a handsome man, what did you do to get 

yourself into the hospital?” 

“A date? Yeah, right . I almost got a date in hell . ” 

“What happened?” Fang Xiaocheng asked as she sat down . 

Xu Xiyan told Fang Xiaocheng the whole story . 

“Are you shitting me?” Fang Xiaocheng shouted angrily . “Are those two trying to kill you?” 

“Well, can't do anything about it,” Xu Xiyan said with a sigh . 

“See, I told you to drop the job, and you didn't listen to me,” said Fang Xiaocheng . “Of course Xu Xinrou 

will find some way to get her hands on you . You better stop this right away . ” 

Xu Xiyan understood that Fang Xiaocheng was worried about her, but she wasn't going to give up just 

yet . 

“Orange, I have to go on! I've gone through many hardships to get to where I am now . If I quit right 

now, doesn't that mean they get what they've wanted? Believe me, the tides will change very soon . ” 

Fang Xiaocheng couldn't help but sigh . She was Xu Xiyan's best friend . Even though she wanted to 

support Xu Xiyan's decision, she couldn't just ignore the trouble Xu Xiyan had gotten herself into . 

Xu Xiyan left the hospital the next day . Fang Xiaocheng took her back to Shengshi Yujing . 
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The two entered the house . Fang Xiaocheng helped Xu Xiyan to the sofa so she could rest there, then 

went to pour a glass of water for her . 

Just as Fang Xiaocheng returned to the living room with the glass of water, someone was unlocking the 

door of the apartment . When the door swung open, Huo Yunshen entered in his wheelchair and met 

Fang Xiaocheng face to face . 

Huo Yunshen froze . He had waited the whole night but Xu Xiyan did not come back . When he heard the 

door of apartment 102 opening, he thought Xu Xiyan had returned . 

He had been so anxious and in such a hurry that he didn't bother knocking and had directly unlocked it 

with the key . He had certainly not expected that someone else would be in the house . 

It was already too late for him to retreat . 



Fang Xiaocheng realized that someone had come in . She took a good look at the stranger and realized it 

was Huo Yunshen . She was so shocked that the glass fell from her trembling hands, spilling water onto 

the floor . 

Xu Xiyan, who was on the sofa, heard the commotion . She turned to look at Fang Xiaocheng . “What's 

wrong, Orange?” 

Fang Xiaocheng flicked her eyes and gestured to the door . Xu Xiyan turned and looked, then jumped 

from the sofa . Oh my god! 

Xu Xiyan looked more startled than Fang Xiaocheng and Huo Yunshen . She had kept the matter 

between her and Huo Yunshen as a secret from Fang Xiaocheng . 

Huo Yunshen's sudden appearance had caught her by surprise . 

“Errrr…M-M-Mr . Huo! Why are you here?” Xu Xiyan felt her skin crawl as she rushed over to greet him 

awkwardly . 

Huo Yunshen had seen the news about Xu Xiyan and Ma Haodong . He had come over to ask her about 

it, but it seemed to be a bad time . 

“I'm sorry, it seems that I've intruded . Please excuse me . ” 

Huo Yunshen turned his wheelchair to leave, but Xu Xiyan held onto the wheel of his wheelchair, 

chuckling nervously . 

“Mr . Huo, you came at the right time . My BFF is here . Why don't I introduce you guys?” 

Fang Xiaocheng and Huo Yunshen had already run into each other . If she tried to cover it now, it would 

cause an even bigger misunderstanding . Wasn't it better to openly introduce them to each other now? 

Xu Xiyan braced herself and introduced Fang Xiaocheng and Huo Yunshen to each other . 

Huo Yunshen was a well-mannered gentleman . He held out his hand to Fang Xiaocheng and said, 

“Pleased to meet you, Miss Fang . ” 

Fang Xiaocheng had been in a state of delusion . It was already shocking that a handsome, princely man 

had appeared in Xu Xiyan's house . And now he wanted to be friends with her . 

Oh my god, the sun has risen from the west! 

It would be a divine honor to shake hands with the movie king, Elvis! 

Fang Xiaocheng almost flew off the ground with excitement . She wiped her hand on her clothes before 

reaching out to shake his hand . 

“Hello, Mr . Huo, I am so glad to meet you! I'm a big fan, and I've seen all of your movies!” 

“Oh, thank you! A friend of Jing Xi is my friend, too . ” 

Huo Yunshen's eyes glimmered as he smiled lightly, dimples surfacing on his cheeks . That smile would 

sway all those who had seen it, and capture every girl's hearts . 



After introducing them, Huo Yunshen found an excuse and left . 

After the door was closed, Fang Xiaocheng grabbed Xu Xiyan and sat her down on the sofa . “Yanyan! 

Tell me the truth! What's going on!?” 

“Didn't I tell you just now? I'm his neighbor,” Xu Xiyan said, her eyes evasive . She felt guilty . 

Fang Xiaocheng saw the guilt in her eyes and raised an eyebrow at her . 

“Don't try to fool me . How could it be a coincidence that you happened to be the neighbor of a 

superstar? And what kind of a neighbor would enter your house directly without knocking?” 

She had already figured it out . The woman who was involved in a rumored scandal with Huo Yunshen at 

the hospital front that day was definitely Xu Xiyan . Why, this girl had kept it a secret from her… 
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Xu Xiyan knew she couldn't hide everything from Fang Xiaocheng any longer. 

“Fine, the truth is we're in a creditor and debtor relationship. I owe him 10 billion, and I can't pay him. 

That's why I'm working for him right now.” 

“10 billion? How can you owe him that much money?” Fang Xiaocheng couldn't understand the 

situation, as Huo Yunshen had just come back to Zstan five years ago. 

That was when Xu Xiyan left to Estan, so they shouldn't have had the chance to meet each other. 

“There's another thing, Xu Xiyan said. “Promise not to hit me though. I was the one who got him into the 

accident five years ago. He's paralyzed because of me, too. Do you still think 10 billion is a lot?” 

Wait, say that again? 

Elvis got into the accident because of Xu Xiyan? 

She's the one who's responsible for him being crippled? 

If that's true, then 10 billion is nowhere near enough. If it was another person, they could just had the 

police catch her and have her sent to prison. 

“Oh my god, what kind of relationship is this? Your luck sure is bad. Looks like you can never pay back all 

the money.” Fand Xiaocheng shook her head. 

“What did you do in your past life to get a life like this?” Fan Xiaocheng continued. “You lost your 

mother when you were young, then were abused by your father for so many years. Then you were 

framed by Chu Yuhe and Xu Xinrou. Not to mention you've become a single mother at such a young age. 

And you thought your life could become better when you joined the showbiz, yet now you have to work 

as a personal assistant for someone for your whole life. Yanyan, why is your life so hard?” 

Xu Xiyan opened her arms and said, “Well, this is my life, and I have to live with it.” 



Fang Xiaocheng suddenly thought of something and grabbed Xu Xiyan's hands. “Hey, isn't Huo Yunshen 

the CEO of Yunhai Entertainment? The lord of Peijing's showbiz? Why don't you ask him for help and 

join his company? With his help, you wouldn't have to be afraid of Chu Yuhe anymore.” 

“Stop it, Orange,” Xu Xiyan said, frowning. “I want to achieve success with my own strength and not by 

relying on others. I also don't want people to say I got my fame by using Huo Yunshen. I want to remain 

friends with him, you get me?” 

Fang Xiaocheng was stunned by Xu Xiyan's words. “I know what you're thinking, I get it. But it's just so 

stupid.” 

Xu Xiyan smiled and did not argue back. 

It might have seemed like she wasn't using every chance she had, but she wanted to live a life without 

regret, a life where she could stand tall and not bow down to others. 

She wanted to become a girl who could support herself. This was her way of life. 

Fang Xiaocheng suddenly thought of another possibility and said, “Yanyan, since you're Huo Yunshen's 

personal assistant now, I'm worried that he might fall for you.” 

“That would be the best,” Xu Xiyan said, smiling. “I wouldn't have to waste time and find myself a 

boyfriend.” 

“Don't be stupid. He's in a wheelchair and needs someone to take care of him every day. Plus, he has 

sexual dysfunction. You still have Ying Bao to take care of. Your life would be hard if you were in a 

relationship with him.” 
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 “I don't think so! I think Mr. Huo is a good person.” 

Fang Xiaocheng was going nuts. “Don't tell me, you've already fallen for him.” 

Xu Xiyan smiled sweetly as she thought of Huo Yunshen. “Well, what can I do? If you knew him well 

enough, you would like him too. He's really talented.” 

After getting along with Huo Yunshen for some time, she came to know his character well enough and 

was attracted to his temperament and talents. 

But Fang Xiaocheng could only imagine everything wrong about their future if Xu Xiyan and Huo 

Yunshen were to be together. 

“Yanyan! You can't depend on talent to survive! Don't be foolish! I know that you're kind and 

compassionate, but…I won't object to whoever you're marrying, but if you want to be with Huo 

Yunshen, I strongly advise you to think carefully.” 



Seeing that Fang Xiaocheng had become overly anxious, Xu Xiyan laughed and placated her. “Okay, 

okay, I was just teasing you! Mr. Huo is not interested in me. We're only in an employment relationship. 

Nothing more.” 

“Oh! All right, that's good then.” Fang Xiaocheng seemed completely relieved. 

Fang Xiaocheng stayed for a while before something came up and she had to leave. After Xu Xiyan had 

escorted Fang Xiaocheng out, she went over to apartment No. 101. 

She knew that Huo Yunshen had come to her just now because of the scandal rumor about her and Ma 

Haodong. 

Xu Xiyan had seen the news report herself. The article was biased and there were photos of her being 

carried by Ma Haodong after she had fainted on the set. 

There was no report on the cause and effect of the situation. It was one-sidedly interpreted out of 

context, and the photos that came with it showed her being carried like a princess in distress, 

accompanied by a bullshit headline that read: 

[Ma Haodong Carries Greenhorn Actress In His Arms, Both Suspected To Be In Relationship] 

As she opened the door and entered the house, Xu Xiyan saw Huo Yunshen waiting in the living room. 

He heard her come in and turned his wheelchair toward her. 

“Jing Xi, your friend has already left?” 

“Yeah!” Xu Xiyan smiled as she walked toward him. “You've been waiting for me?” 

Huo Yunshen nodded, then said, “I'm sorry, did I create trouble for you again?” 

“No.” 

Xu Xiyan pushed him into the room and sat down facing him on the sofa. She took the initiative to 

explain first. 

“You saw the scandalous news? Actually, Ma Haodong and I are not what you've imagined. We're only 

friends. Because I fell on the set and he happened to be passing by, he carried me away. And someone 

photographed me and shared the pictures on the internet with bad intentions.” 

Xu Xiyan did not want to complicate matters, so she did not explain the real reason for her fall in detail. 

After Huo Yunshen had listened to her explanation, he smiled. “Jing Xi, I didn't come over just now to 

question you about this. It's just that you didn't come back all night, and I got worried. You don't have to 

explain it to me. I believe in you. I trust you no matter what you do.” 

Whether it was Ma Haodong or the man who had gone to her apartment that other night, Huo Yunshen 

decided not to interfere with her right to interact with other men. 

Therefore, no matter who she was with, he would always guard her silently. And as long as he could see 

her every day, that would be enough. 



After listening to him, Xu Xiyan couldn't help but sigh. “If only I had a kind and generous boyfriend like 

you, it would be great.” 

Huo Yunshen: “…” 

What did she mean? 

Could it be, because of that rumored scandal, she had quarreled with her boyfriend? 

As he was wondering about the possibilities, Xu Xiyan's cell phone rang. 

She looked down at the caller ID. As it would be inconvenient to pick up this call in front of Huo 

Yunshen, Xu Xiyan apologized and then ran out to the balcony to answer the phone. 
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“I don't think so! I think Mr . Huo is a good person . ” 

Fang Xiaocheng was going nuts . “Don't tell me, you've already fallen for him . ” 

Xu Xiyan smiled sweetly as she thought of Huo Yunshen . “Well, what can I do? If you knew him well 

enough, you would like him too . He's really talented . ” 

After getting along with Huo Yunshen for some time, she came to know his character well enough and 

was attracted to his temperament and talents . 

But Fang Xiaocheng could only imagine everything wrong about their future if Xu Xiyan and Huo 

Yunshen were to be together . 

“Yanyan! You can't depend on talent to survive! Don't be foolish! I know that you're kind and 

compassionate, but…I won't object to whoever you're marrying, but if you want to be with Huo 

Yunshen, I strongly advise you to think carefully . ” 

Seeing that Fang Xiaocheng had become overly anxious, Xu Xiyan laughed and placated her . “Okay, 

okay, I was just teasing you! Mr . Huo is not interested in me . We're only in an employment relationship 

. Nothing more . ” 

“Oh! All right, that's good then . ” Fang Xiaocheng seemed completely relieved . 

Fang Xiaocheng stayed for a while before something came up and she had to leave . After Xu Xiyan had 

escorted Fang Xiaocheng out, she went over to apartment No . 101 . 

She knew that Huo Yunshen had come to her just now because of the scandal rumor about her and Ma 

Haodong . 

Xu Xiyan had seen the news report herself . The article was biased and there were photos of her being 

carried by Ma Haodong after she had fainted on the set . 



There was no report on the cause and effect of the situation . It was one-sidedly interpreted out of 

context, and the photos that came with it showed her being carried like a princess in distress, 

accompanied by a bullshit headline that read: 

[Ma Haodong Carries Greenhorn Actress In His Arms, Both Suspected To Be In Relationship] 

As she opened the door and entered the house, Xu Xiyan saw Huo Yunshen waiting in the living room . 

He heard her come in and turned his wheelchair toward her . 

“Jing Xi, your friend has already left?” 

“Yeah!” Xu Xiyan smiled as she walked toward him . “You've been waiting for me?” 

Huo Yunshen nodded, then said, “I'm sorry, did I create trouble for you again?” 

“No . ” 

Xu Xiyan pushed him into the room and sat down facing him on the sofa . She took the initiative to 

explain first . 

“You saw the scandalous news? Actually, Ma Haodong and I are not what you've imagined . We're only 

friends . Because I fell on the set and he happened to be passing by, he carried me away . And someone 

photographed me and shared the pictures on the internet with bad intentions . ” 

Xu Xiyan did not want to complicate matters, so she did not explain the real reason for her fall in detail . 

After Huo Yunshen had listened to her explanation, he smiled . “Jing Xi, I didn't come over just now to 

question you about this . It's just that you didn't come back all night, and I got worried . You don't have 

to explain it to me . I believe in you . I trust you no matter what you do . ” 

Whether it was Ma Haodong or the man who had gone to her apartment that other night, Huo Yunshen 

decided not to interfere with her right to interact with other men . 

Therefore, no matter who she was with, he would always guard her silently . And as long as he could see 

her every day, that would be enough . 

After listening to him, Xu Xiyan couldn't help but sigh . “If only I had a kind and generous boyfriend like 

you, it would be great . ” 

Huo Yunshen: “…” 

What did she mean? 

Could it be, because of that rumored scandal, she had quarreled with her boyfriend? 

As he was wondering about the possibilities, Xu Xiyan's cell phone rang . 

She looked down at the caller ID . As it would be inconvenient to pick up this call in front of Huo 

Yunshen, Xu Xiyan apologized and then ran out to the balcony to answer the phone . 
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Huo Yunshen remained quiet, as he thought it was Xu Xiyan's boyfriend. 

What kind of a person is her boyfriend? 

The kind that gets jealous of everything? 

Will he be good enough for her? 

Yet, it was Ying Bao on the other side of the phone. She'd call Xu Xiyan to check up on her. 

Xu Xiyan hung up after a few minutes and went back to the living room. Huo Yunshen was about to 

leave. 

“Mr. Huo, are you going out?” 

“Yes, there's an important meeting at the company.” Huo Yunshen had changed into a dark suit with a 

white oxford and black tie underneath. His hair was pulled back with wax. The usual lazy Huo Yunshen 

had been replaced by a well-groomed, handsome man. 

“Let me push you to the van.” Xu Xiyan pushed him out to the van and waved goodbye. 

As the van was getting farther away from Shengshi Yujing, Huo Yunshen pulled his head back from the 

window. The scene just now had felt to him like a wife sending his husband to work. 

It was sweet, but it also made Huo Yunshen worried. 

Who will Xu Xiyan marry in the future? 

Who will stay by her side? 

Will that person love her as much as I do? 

Xu Xiyan went back to Room 102 and checked the bruises on her chest. 

It even hurt to breathe. Xu Xinrou had not held back when she kicked Xu Xiyan. 

Xu Xiyan took out some medicine and applied it to the bruises. The medicine was from her grandfather, 

and could cure any bruises in mere days. 

Xu Xiyan did not follow up with everything that was happening at the studio while she was resting at 

home. Ever since Huang Guoqiang quit his job, the whole shooting process had been put on hold. 

For their own future benefits, Xu Xinrou asked Chu Yuhe to go and ask Huang Guoqiang to come back 

since it was Chu Yuhe's fault from the beginning. 

Huang Guoqiang agreed to continue the shooting under the condition that no one would interrupt him 

when he was directing the movie. 

Chu Yuhe agreed, and Huang Guoqiang returned to the set. 

Everything went back to normal, except for the scandal. The cyber manhunt was just the tip of the 

iceberg. 

Everyone was asking who the girl in Ma Haodong's arms was. 



Millions of female friends flooded Ma Haodong's official social media account, demanding an answer to 

his relationship status. 

The possibility of him being in a relationship was too sudden for his fans. 

They couldn't accept it. 

On the other hand, Xu Xinrou was excited by the recent development and asked Wenli to proceed with 

their plans. 

She believed that Ma Haodong's fans would take care of Xu Xiyan for her. 

Xu Xiyan logged into her social media account and noticed that the hot search topics for that day were 

[Ma Haodong hugging a girl] and [Ma Haodong's relationship.] 

And Ma Haodong's official account had been flooded with visitors and comments. 

Comments (3) Loveleen_Sabharwal 

Yunshen, don't you worry the man who will marry Jing Xi will love her very much as that man is gonna 

be you!!!! I hope he just talk with her at once so that he doesn't make assumptions and be worried. As 

for Mr. Ma scandal, well Xinrou do you think u can bully Jing Xi as u want!? NOPE!!!! Be careful what if it 

backfires!?!! Hahahaha 

StanLJP 

How long will this misunderstanding Yunshen have last? Kind of annoying how quickly he jumped to a 

conclusion she had a boyfriend without really knowing anything. Really troubling to have such a weak 

willed and low confident ML, can only look forward to him regaining his confidence in the future. 

He was such a super celebrity and his fans were plentiful. 

[It must be fake! My dear little Ma has no girlfriend! Stop spreading rumors!] 

[Little Ma is not that kind of person. If he really falls in love, he will definitely tell us in advance!] 

[Nooo little Ma! You can't leave us!] 

[Is this all intentionally done to hype up the new drama “The Root of Evil”?] 

[Who is that woman? Why did she want to hook up with our little Ma?] 

In the afternoon, there were already new developments on the online news sites. Xu Xiyan was 

surprised that the netizens had already found out who she was. They had shared her information and 

recent photos, and even found her Weibo account. 

For a time, Xu Xiyan's Weibo account, named “Jing Gongzi”, had skyrocketed in popularity, but in a bad 

way. 

[Breaking news! It is her, Jing Xi, a nameless little actor!] 

[A bitch is what she is!] 

[You nameless actor, clear little Ma's name now!] 



[She's not even a good match for Ma Haodong!] 

[Shit! Don't ruin my little Ma!] 

[What an unworthy face! I don't hate you, but I still think you're disgusting!] 

[I know she wants to take advantage of Ma Haodong's status! I hate this kind of scheming woman! Go 

back to your hole, nobody!] 

[Get lost, Jing Xi!] 

Xu Xiyan clicked her tongue as she read the hate comments. She never expected that her page would be 

on fire, and burning with hate. 

Because of Ma Haodong, her unpopular Weibo page began to attract more followers. 

The hate comments continued to flow in, but Xu Xiyan was unaffected by it and went on with her own 

business. 

After all, the truth would speak for itself! 

Even if she tried to explain on Weibo, she could not give a reasonable explanation. She would rather let 

it be as scandalous news that would be overwritten by other news in a few days, anyway. Who cared 

about a nameless actress like her? 

In the evening, Xu Xiyan prepared dinner, but Huo Yunshen had not returned yet. 

A few dishes were served on the table. She covered each one so that they would not go cold. 

The clock on the wall read 6:50. Xu Xiyan took out her phone to send a text message to Huo Yunshen, 

but she had forgotten to charge her phone. It was out of power and had automatically shut down. 

At this moment, Xu Xiyan heard some movement outside the door. 

It must be Huo Yunshen. She was like a wife waiting for her husband to return home, and happily ran 

over to open the door for him. 

The door opened and a girl appeared inside. Huo Yunshen's eyes widened with surprise. “Jing Xi?” 

The girl was dressed comfortably in homewear with her hair tied up into a neat ponytail. She smiled 

warmly at him. “Welcome home, Mr. Huo.” 

Xu Xiyan went forward cheerfully and found his slippers for him. She helped him change into them, then 

pushed him into the room. 

He hadn't expected that she would be in his house. To see his beloved woman appearing at the door 

first thing after coming home made Huo Yunshen feel an indescribable joy. 

That morning, she had sent him off to work. And at night, she welcomed him home at the door. It was 

such a wonderful feeling. 

For a moment, he forgot that they were in an employment relationship. She was just like a wife taking 

care of her husband, and it warmed his heart. 



What was even more heartwarming to Huo Yunshen was that Xu Xiyan had already prepared dinner and 

had waited patiently for him to come home. 

All the stress and exhaustion of the day were swept away after he walked through the door. 

They washed their hands and began to eat. After dinner, Xu Xiyan pushed Huo Yunshen outside into the 

community for a walk. 

The Shengshi Yujing community was peaceful. The night lights lit the community with beautiful colors. 

Walking through the area was like walking into a fantasyland. 

Xu Xiyan pushed Huo Yunshen along as they strolled for a while. They talked about the recent 

happenings in the studio. 

Then Huo Yunshen suddenly said, “Jing Xi, your identity had been exposed by netizens. I saw the 

comments online and Ma Haodong's fans were threatening you. Do you need my help in dealing with 

them?” 
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He was such a super celebrity and his fans were plentiful . 

[It must be fake! My dear little Ma has no girlfriend! Stop spreading rumors!] 

[Little Ma is not that kind of person . If he really falls in love, he will definitely tell us in advance!] 

[Nooo little Ma! You can't leave us!] 

[Is this all intentionally done to hype up the new drama “The Root of Evil”?] 

[Who is that woman? Why did she want to hook up with our little Ma?] 

In the afternoon, there were already new developments on the online news sites . Xu Xiyan was 

surprised that the netizens had already found out who she was . They had shared her information and 

recent photos, and even found her Weibo account . 

For a time, Xu Xiyan's Weibo account, named “Jing Gongzi”, had skyrocketed in popularity, but in a bad 

way . 

[Breaking news! It is her, Jing Xi, a nameless little actor!] 

[A bitch is what she is!] 

[You nameless actor, clear little Ma's name now!] 

[She's not even a good match for Ma Haodong!] 

[Shit! Don't ruin my little Ma!] 

[What an unworthy face! I don't hate you, but I still think you're disgusting!] 



[I know she wants to take advantage of Ma Haodong's status! I hate this kind of scheming woman! Go 

back to your hole, nobody!] 

[Get lost, Jing Xi!] 

Xu Xiyan clicked her tongue as she read the hate comments . She never expected that her page would 

be on fire, and burning with hate . 

Because of Ma Haodong, her unpopular Weibo page began to attract more followers . 

The hate comments continued to flow in, but Xu Xiyan was unaffected by it and went on with her own 

business . 

After all, the truth would speak for itself! 

Even if she tried to explain on Weibo, she could not give a reasonable explanation . She would rather let 

it be as scandalous news that would be overwritten by other news in a few days, anyway . Who cared 

about a nameless actress like her? 

In the evening, Xu Xiyan prepared dinner, but Huo Yunshen had not returned yet . 

A few dishes were served on the table . She covered each one so that they would not go cold . 

The clock on the wall read 6:50 . Xu Xiyan took out her phone to send a text message to Huo Yunshen, 

but she had forgotten to charge her phone . It was out of power and had automatically shut down . 

At this moment, Xu Xiyan heard some movement outside the door . 

It must be Huo Yunshen . She was like a wife waiting for her husband to return home, and happily ran 

over to open the door for him . 

The door opened and a girl appeared inside . Huo Yunshen's eyes widened with surprise . “Jing Xi?” 

The girl was dressed comfortably in homewear with her hair tied up into a neat ponytail . She smiled 

warmly at him . “Welcome home, Mr . Huo . ” 

Xu Xiyan went forward cheerfully and found his slippers for him . She helped him change into them, 

then pushed him into the room . 

He hadn't expected that she would be in his house . To see his beloved woman appearing at the door 

first thing after coming home made Huo Yunshen feel an indescribable joy . 

That morning, she had sent him off to work . And at night, she welcomed him home at the door . It was 

such a wonderful feeling . 

For a moment, he forgot that they were in an employment relationship . She was just like a wife taking 

care of her husband, and it warmed his heart . 

What was even more heartwarming to Huo Yunshen was that Xu Xiyan had already prepared dinner and 

had waited patiently for him to come home . 

All the stress and exhaustion of the day were swept away after he walked through the door . 



They washed their hands and began to eat . After dinner, Xu Xiyan pushed Huo Yunshen outside into the 

community for a walk . 

The Shengshi Yujing community was peaceful . The night lights lit the community with beautiful colors . 

Walking through the area was like walking into a fantasyland . 

Xu Xiyan pushed Huo Yunshen along as they strolled for a while . They talked about the recent 

happenings in the studio . 

Then Huo Yunshen suddenly said, “Jing Xi, your identity had been exposed by netizens . I saw the 

comments online and Ma Haodong's fans were threatening you . Do you need my help in dealing with 

them?” 
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 “It's okay, Mr . Huo,” Xu Xiyan said . “Please don't use your power for me . I already know how cruel the 

entertainment business can be . It's just a scandal, every celebrity will go through one of them 

eventually . Plus, it doesn't really affect me that much . Me and Ma Haodong are just friends . I wouldn't 

enter this line if I didn't know of its risks . ” 

“All right,” Huo Yunshen nodded . He knew that scandals like this would just help Xu Xiyan gain fame and 

would not cause her too much trouble . 

He wasn't in a rush to help her settle the scandal . Instead, he wanted to see how things would turn out 

first . 

Xu Xiyan had never wanted to gain fame by using Ma Haodong, and a sudden uneasiness flooded her 

heart . 

“Mr . Huo, can I ask a favor from you?” she asked . 

“What is it?” 

“I dragged Ma Haodong down, and he helped me a lot over the past few days . If he were to find himself 

in any trouble, I hope that you could help him, for me . ” 

Xu Xiyan was worried that fans might misunderstand Ma Haodong and cause him troubles . 

I was right, this girl in front of me is a kind-hearted person, Huo Yunshen praised in his heart . 

She did not make use of the situation to gain fame and instead was worried about her friend . 

“All right, I can do that . I promise, as long as I'm alive, Ma Haodong will never find himself in any 

trouble,” Huo Yunshen said . He would do anything for her as long as she wanted it . 

Xu Xiyan was relieved and glad to hear the answer . She suddenly remembered about introducing Ying 

Bao to Huo Yunshen and said, “Oh right, are you free tomorrow?” 

“Yup . ” In truth, Huo Yunshen had a full schedule the next day, but for her, he would always be free . 



“Do you remember, we were talking about Cherry Baby? Since we have time tomorrow, why don't I 

bring her over?” 

“Of course! I'll leave it to you,” Huo Yunshen replied immediately . His heart melted just by thinking 

about the cute little girl's face . 

“Okay,” Xu Xiyan said . “It's late, why don't we head back?” 

They went back to their own respective apartments . 

Huo Yunshen finished his shower and came out wearing a robe . He went into his bedroom and was 

stunned by what he saw . 

Xu Xiyan was standing inside his bedroom . 

Illusions? 

Xu Xiyan turned around and said, “Good evening, Mr . Huo . ” 

“…” Huo Yunshen stared at her curiously . Xu Xiyan was wearing a white robe and hat, her face was 

covered with a surgical mask and in her hand held a bag . 

“Jing Xi, what…” Huo Yunshen arranged his robe nervously . He had put on his robe in a hurry and hadn't 

bothered to tie it up . His hair was still wet as water dripped down onto his body . He felt that he 

must've looked terrible . 

What should I do? 

I'm in such a mess . 

Yet, Xu Xiyan saw something different . 

What she saw was an awfully attractive man that had just come out from the shower, his body half-

covered by his robe and his messy hair making him even sexier . 

 

 


